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UP TO FOUR TIMES SHARPER THAN FULL HD

Ultra HD displays include four times as many pixels as Full HD – meaning 
they deliver stunning picture quality, regardless of screen size.

Traditionally, Full HD images begin to break up on TV screens over 140 cm 
(55"). But with a Toshiba Ultra HD TV, you get incredible 3840 x 2160 
resolution. Combined with advanced upscaling technology, so you can 
enjoy uncompromisingly crisp, clear visuals for a fully immersive cinema-
quality TVs experience in the comfort of your own home 
 – even if you’re sitting close to the screen. 

THE INNOVATORS IN ULTRA HD

Toshiba pioneered the Ultra HD viewing experience. Back in 2011, 
we launched our first Ultra HD TV. Fast-forward to 2013, and we’re 
still producing magic – our L9 models represent the forefront  
of this innovative technology.

UlTra hD
Transforming TV

FULL HD 
1920 x 1080

ULTRA HD
3840 x 2160



Toshiba CEVo™ 4K
ThE TEChnology bEhinD ThE magiC

2160

Units: Pixels

1080

720

480
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Toshiba’s second-generation Ultra HD video processing engine – CEVO 4K – delivers incredible 
picture quality through today’s most advanced image upscaling technology. Existing high 
definition content will look significantly sharper with more vibrant colour and clarity, whilst Full 
HD video such as Blu-ray movies can be upscaled to near-Ultra HD quality. With CEVO 4K 
technology, you have the freedom to enjoy your favourite movies, shows and sports in new 
levels of detail – even on a screen that’s virtually cinema size. 

Toshiba’s CEVO 4K processor has been engineered to provide the highest possible levels of 
image upscaling, so you can enjoy all your existing content in the highest possible resolution, 
making the most of the Ultra HD display. CEVO 4K upscaling is designed to enhance texture, 
brightness, black levels, depth and colour of video content, whilst reducing edge blurring or 
image ‘noise’, resulting in the delivery of new levels of image quality, for the most enjoyable in 
home entertainment experience. 

640 1280 1920 3840

L9 ULTRA HD TV

EXPERIENCE BREATHTAKING PICTURE QUALITY, 
THANKS TO INTELLIGENT UPSCALING TECHNOLOGY



CEVo 4K UpsCaling – 
TEChnology EXplainED

aDapTiVE rEsolUTion+
Ultra HD content is displayed in its native form, whilst standard and high 
definition content is significantly enhanced through upscaling. Rather than 
treating the picture as a single image, CEVO™ 4K intelligently seeks out the 
best reproduction for individual parts of the image. So pixels are adapted 
in real-time across detailed areas – which increases sharpness and 
precision, while allowing the picture to keep its natural depth.

UlTra hD rEConsTrUCTion mEThoD
Although more and more Blu-ray discs are being derived from a true 
Ultra HD master reel, the film studios are downscaling the resolution to 
1080p Full HD. With the CEVO™ 4K processor, the original detail in the 
signal information can be used to create an image upscaled to near-Ultra 
HD resolution – for a visible improvement on the Full HD picture quality 
you’re used to.

L9 ULTRA HD TV

Adaptive Resolution+ independently adapts 
all areas of the image.

The CEVO™ 4K engine analyses and improves Ultra HD image gradations in real-time, 
leaving you with high-contrast images that are more colourful and vibrant.

BEFORE

ULTRA HD DYNAMIC 
CORRECTION

AFTER
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inCrEasED ColoUr DETail

Restoring colour in real-time means that fine textures can be reproduced 
across detailed areas and images can be more clearly defined. This increases 
the perceived depth of image and results in much richer textures overall.

COLOUR

ConTrasT managEmEnT
CEVO™ 4K constantly adjusts the input signal to determine the level  
of contrast that needs to be applied. Through this complex algorithm, 
images are dramatically brought to life by pixels – increasing the depth 
of dark scenes whilst adding any missing highlights that had previously 
been toned down.

AFTER

BEFORE

Extracting and 
analysing texture 
and colour

Restored 
texture

CONTRAST

SHARPNESS

inCrEasED ColoUr graDaTion
To save on capacity, the videos you watch tend to be compressed.  
The standard definition and high definition images you see are also lacking 
in seamless colour gradation. The CEVO™ 4K engine reproduces lifelike 
screen images with smoother gradation – helping to eliminate the colour 
blocking effect often seen in large areas on shade and colour.

finE TEXTUrE rEsToraTion
The Texture Restoration algorithm restores the fine texture of images. 
This feature contribute to increase the reality and the very high level 
precision. This process extracts three components of an input image: 
texture, edge, and flat portions. The Texture of the image then optimized 
by Ultra HD Fine Texture Restoration to achieve the 
near-4K level precision.

noisE rEDUCTion
Produces cleaner HD TV Images with less block noise and mosquito noises. 
HD TV Program sometimes has block noises and mosquito noises that are 
well perceivable when seen with large scale TVs. CEVO 4K reduces these for 
much cleaner images by detecting edges, characteristics of flat portions, noise 
patterns in HD TV Programs, and by eliminating noises around edges. As a 
result, CEVO 4K can provide images with much cleaner texts with less noises.
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To further enhance the cinema-like experience of the 
L9 series, all models offer a Full HD 3D experience. 
The giant 213 cm (84") version and the 165 cm (65") 
come with the passive 3D technology that we know 
from the big screen, while the 146 cm (58") TV has 
active shutter 3D technology on-board. 

With 3D glasses included, you’re ready to immerse 
yourself in an incredibly detailed, super-realistic 
viewing experience. What’s more, you can  
upconvert your existing TV shows, DVDs and  
Blu-rays straight to 3D.

UnlEash 3D in fUll hD

L9 ULTRA HD TV

gET ConnECTED
Toshiba’s Cloud TV takes the complexity out of content. By merging broadcast TV with a new online experience, you 
can simply do a quick search or follow a recommendation for the best content. So you can always find and watch the 
programmes you want, when you want – and share your choices with family and friends, wherever they are.

EASY CONTROL wITH APPS  
FOR YOUR MOBILE DEVICE

The Toshiba Cloud TV app makes it 
quick, easy and convenient to control 
your Toshiba TV.

The Toshiba MediaGuide app lets you 
browse your TV guide on your tablet 
– without interrupting your big-screen 
viewing experience.
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ThE l9 sEriEs from Toshiba
THE L9 SERIES

Ultra HD (3840 x 2160 pixels) resolution

CEVO™ 4K engine with advanced upscaling

AMR 800 smooth picture processing

Screen sizes: 213 cm (84"), 165 cm (65") and 146 cm (58")

Toshiba Cloud TV

Built-in Wi-Fi® and Intel® WiDi

4 x HDMI®, 2 x USB, 1 x SD card

Audyssey Premium Television™ audio technology

L9 ULTRA HD TV

Full HD 3D

L9 146 cm (58")
L9 165 cm (65")

L9 213cm (84")

DVB-T2, S2, C Turners


